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Abstract
The thesis reflects on the loss of slowness and experiential 
depth in the age of acceleration. The “contrived depthlessness” 
of modernity – as described by Frederic Jameson– can be traced 
back to contemporary culture’s fixation with appearances, 
surfaces, and instant impacts. Modern architecture favors enticing 
forms and transparency at the price of tactility and the slow 
unfolding of spaces. Based on the author’s personal experience of 
tactile spaces within the city, and a reflection on the existing body 
of literature on places of stillness, the thesis identifies landscape 
engagement and layered threshold as the main approaches to 
generating embodied depth within the city.
St. James Town in Toronto, a cluster of post-war tower 
block that serves as a gateway community for many newcomers, 
is marked by an extreme spatial flatness and anonymity. Harsh 
delineation of private and public realm hinders inhabitants’ 
connection with the city and fellow city-dwellers. St. James 
Town’s notable flatness is rooted in the 1920’s urban planning 
vision of Towers-in-the-Park, which is described by Le Corbusier 
as “a city made for speed”. For this reason, it is through the 
implementation of meaningful social interaction and landscape 
engagement on this site that the potential for architecture to 
generate embodied depth can be evaluated.
Based on the fundamental value of a deep embodied 
space as a catalyst of memory and spatial appropriation, the thesis 
proposes a series of landscape and spatial layers at multiple scales 
including: an urban block, individual towers, and pocket gardens. 
The resulting diversity of paths and social programs encourage 
the inhabitants’ participation and appropriation of the cityscape. 
The thesis deems that the ethical role of architecture in the age of 
acceleration is to restore the natural slowness of experience and 
strengthen our sense of the real.
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1Introduction
“The degree of slowness is directly proportional to the 
intensity of memory…”1
1. Kundera, Milan,
and Linda Asher. 
Slowness. (New York: 
Harper Collins 
Publishers, 1996), 16.
2Fig 1. Flatness and Speed
3Age of Distanced View
 The thesis begins with a reflection on the loss of slowness 
in modern society and the resulting flatness of our spatial 
experience. In an age that values efficiency and speed, slowness 
of engagement and perception are often devalued. Alberto 
Pérez-Gómez, an architectural historian, defines our flattened 
modern society as the “age of distanced view”2 marked by the 
loss of sensorial embodied experience that unfolds through 
slow movement. Pérez-Gómez criticizes modern architecture 
as a flattened, retinal art that is meant to be perceived at a 
distance, through a quick scan. In response to the hurried vision, 
contemporary architecture embraces grand forms at the cost 
of subdued materiality, details, and subtle layers. The resulting 
cityscape hinders its inhabitants from forming a vivid, tangible 
memory of the city.
 Several philosophers and architects share this concern 
over flattened spatial experience. Juhani Pallasmaa, a Finnish 
architect, claims that our embodied existence is the very basis 
of our interaction with the world, and that the loss of sensorial 
engagement in cities results in the loss of empathy.3 Loss of 
empathy, discussed by Pallasmaa, refers to the growing de-
sensitization and emotional numbness in an age equipped with 
remote sensing technologies such as GPS and satellite imaging. 
These technologies increase the distance between the observer 
and the observed, and speed up the process of perception. We can 
discuss the loss of empathy through the phenomenon of ‘urban 
planning at a distance’. Urban planners spend less time physically 
engaged in the prospective site, in favor of analyzing through 
distanced technologies.4 This often results in theoretical and 
formulaic urban solutions. We also observe the loss of empathy 
through our general attitude towards marginalized communities 
and nature within the city. We learn about these territories 
through text and detached observation rather than physical 
encounter. These untrodden territories, in turn, become irrelevant 
to us. Hence, Tim Ingold’s observation of the nature of sympathy 
elucidates the issue of flattened spatial experience: “sympathy is a 
‘living with’ rather than a ‘looking at’, a form of feeling-knowing that 
operates in the interstices of things, in their interiority.”5
While Pérez-Gómez discusses the flattened state of 
spatial experience from the concern that architecture might 
become purely representative and symbolic, this thesis focuses 
2. Pérez-Gómez. 
“The Space of Ar-
chitecture: Meaning 
as Presence and 
Representation.” In 
Questions of Percep-
tion: Phenomenology 
of Architecture. (San 
Francisco, CA: Wil-
liam Stout Publishers, 
2006), 13.
3. Juhani Pallasmaa. 
“An Architecture of 
the Seven Senses.” In 
Questions of Percep-
tion: Phenomenology 
of Architecture. (San 
Francisco, CA: Wil-
liam Stout Publishers, 
2006), 39.
4. Kurgan, Laura. 
“Mapping Consid-
ered as a Problem of 
Theory and Practice,” 
and “Representation 
and the Necessity of 
Interpretation.” In 
Close Up at a Distance: 
Mapping, Technology
& Politics. (New York: 
Zone Books, 2013), 
8-36.
5. Ingold, Tim. The 
Life of Lines. (Abing-
don, Oxfordshire: 
Routledge, 2015), 24.
4on its sociological, existential consequence. The urgent call for 
“vision in the twilight”6 – a modality of seeing that is neither 
in pure light nor in pure darkness, neither the objectifying 
nor the distracted vision – opposes modernity’s hurried vision 
that reduces everything to sameness. Vision in the twilight is a 
deeply attentive way of looking that captures subtle variations, 
wavering outlines, and ambiguity. Such vision restores depth and 
complexity to our spatial experience.
 Günter Nitschke, an urban designer, expands on the 
co-relation between the slowness and the experiential depth of a 
space. Nitschke asserts that in modern society, time is gained by 
compressing experiential space through the speed of movement.7 
However, our concrete experience of the events within a space 
determines its perceived depth, and the growing tendency to 
compress space through speed has deprived us of the tactile 
experience.
 The first chapter in this thesis attempts to define 
embodied depth in architecture through the texts of Günter 
Nitschke and Juhani Pallasmaa, and to define flatness through 
the re-examination of Le Corbusier’s Radiant City. Informed by 
the theoretical search into discussion of embodied depth and 
by the author’s personal experience of embodied spaces within 
the city, ‘landscape engagement’ and ‘layered threshold’ are 
identified as design approaches to generating depth. ‘Landscape 
engagement’ relates to the idea of the therapeutic garden, 
fulfilling Pallasmaa’s call for an architecture that catalyzes both 
cultural and sensorial engagement. The idea of ‘layered threshold’ 
derives from my personal experience in Paley Park and a close 
study of the Barbican Center, along with the texts of Jan Gehl 
and Günter Nitschke. The second chapter, “Site,” exposes 
existing flatness and potential depth in St. James Town, a cluster 
of tower blocks built in 1950s after the model of the Radiant 
City. A series of mappings reveals how modernity’s hurried 
vision prevents us from forming an intimate understanding of 
our environment. In the third chapter “Layered Landscape”, a 
set of design explorations examines potential of architecture to 
aid in restoring our deep attentiveness to cultural and sensorial 
stimuli – “habituating the eye to repose, to patience, to letting 
things come to it.”8 The design re-organizes St. James Town into 
three intersecting layers of the Field, the Strip, and the Cultural 
Promenade. The Cultural Promenade is the dominant layer in the 
composition, and a series of notational diagrams – similar to a
6.  Gary Schapiro, 
“In the Shadows of 
Philosophy: Nietzsche 
and the Question of 
Vision,” In Modernity 
and the Hegemony of 
Vision, 126.
7. Günter Nitschke, 
From Shinto to Ando: 
Studies in Architectural 
Anthropology in Japan. 
(London: Academy 
Editions, 1993), 51.
8. Alberto Mez, 
and Louise Pelletier. 
Architectural 
Representation and 
the Perspective Hinge. 
(Cambridge, MA: 
MIT Press, 1997)
5muscial score – communicate the experience. Score is a system of 
symbols that can convey the interaction between elements such 
as space, time, rhythm, and sequence.9 It redefines architectural 
composition with an emphasis on temporal elements.
9. Lawrence Halprin, 
The RSVP Cycles; 
Creative Processes in the 
Human
Environment (New 
York: G. Braziller, 
1970.), 7.
Fig 2. Stepping Stones of Heian Shrine 
Communicate Weight, Movement
Fig 3. Fusion of Vision and Tactility
6Fig 4. Embodied Depth Through Movement
7Slowness is fundamental to generating embodied depth. 
Embodied depth, as defined in this thesis, is the complexity 
of a space that we understand through movement. It is an 
accumulation of memories that emerge from a series of sensorial 
and visual perceptions collected through our spatial journey. 
Slowness and haptic engagement differentiate embodied 
memory from a hurried, visual perception. It modifies our 
consciousness and transforms us into a participant rather than 
a detached observer, offering a sense of lengthened time and a 
re-affirmed physical presence. Can landscape engagement and 
layered thresholds generate slowness of perception to strengthen 
existential depth and empathy?   
8Fig 5. Spatial Layering
Spatial layering is a key element that generates embodied consciousness during 
one’s journey. 
9Fig 5. Spatial Layering
10
Fig 6.  Spatial Layering: Deep Views
Interconnected, deep views allow the reading of entire city block as a 
perceptual whole:
“being simultaneously present in experiences which are nevertheless mutually 
exclusive, this implication of one in the other, this contraction into one 
perceptual…whole” 5
10.  Merleau-
Ponty, Maurice. 
Phenomenology of 
Perception. (London: 
Routledge, 1962), 39.
11
12
Fig 7. Contrast in Light and Tactility
Contrast in light and tactility intensifies our experience of thresholds, lengthening the sensed 
depth of a space.
13
Fig 7. Contrast in Light and Tactility
14
15
Approaches
“Life-enhancing architecture has to address all the 
senses simultaneously, and help to fuse our image of 
self with the experience of the world…it articulates the 
experience of our being-in-the-world and strengthens 
our sense of reality and self.” 1
1. Juhani Pallasmaa, 
The Eyes of the Skin: 
Architecture and the 
Senses (Chichester: 
Wiley-Academy, 
2005), 12.
16
Fig 8. Embodied Memory 
Fig 9. Shisen-do garden’s Extended Path
Embodied spaces agglomerate into our sense 
of being and identity.
17
Defining Depth 
 In his book “From Shinto to Ando,” Günter Nitschke 
examines the co-relation between time and experiential depth of a 
space:
“Since Japanese ‘places’ tend to be very close to each other, the 
tendency is to expand space by increasing experiential time through 
the reduction of speed and the obstruction of movement. Space is 
created by ‘killing’ (slowing down) time.”2
 He describes several strategies employed in the design 
of the Shisen-do garden that generate slowness: alternating 
physical contrasts such as openness and enclosure, length and 
breadth, light and shade; creating subtle level changes; ensuring 
we stoop down to enter the gateway, hence sharpening our bodily 
awareness; borrowing distant scenery to create deep views.
Similar to Nitschke‘s discussion of architecture’s role 
in un-flattening modernity’s space through slowness, Juhanni 
Pallasmaa discusses embodied architecture’s role of enhancing 
human life and culture: 
“In a world which is increasingly fictionalized by an 
architecture of the commercialized image… the task of the architect 
is to strengthen our experience of the real in the spheres of perception 
and experience, as well as in cultural and social interaction.”3
Sympathizing with this view, this thesis carries a dual 
agenda of catalyzing socio-cultural activities and heightening 
the sensorial awareness of the inhabitants. In his book “The Eyes 
of the Skin”, Pallasmaa observes several strategies of enhancing 
tactility, such as emphasizing material qualities through detail and 
aging, as well as providing a place of repose after an elongated 
path. 
 Pallasmaa’s subsequent discussion of ‘weak urbanism’4– 
the value of embodied depth at an urban scale – promotes urban 
planning that foregrounds haptic intimacy and participation 
based on local needs instead of an impressive overall form. 
Pallasmaa relates the term ‘weak urbanism’ to Goethe’s 
method of ‘Delicate Empiricism’5 – an effort “to understand 
a thing’s meaning through prolonged empathetic looking and 
understanding it grounded in direct experience.” The principle of 
weak urbanism is employed in re-organizing the speculative site: 
2.  Nitschke, From 
Shinto to Ando, 53.
3. Juhani Pallasmaa. 
The Embodied 
Image: Imagination 
and Imagery in 
Architecture. 
(Chichester: John 
Wiley & Sons, 2011), 
23.
4. Pallasmaa, The 
Embodied Image, 133.
5. Johann Wolfgang 
Goethe, Scientific 
Studies, (New York: 
Princeton University 
Press, 1934), 307.
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Fig 10. Drawing by Dimitris Pikionis, Sequence of Views in Athens Landscaped Path
Fig 11. Weak Form: Athens Landscaped Path
Athens landscape does not have a strong recognizable form. Instead, its design focuses on elements like 
sequence of views, fragrance, movement of visitors.
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the design of the proposed buildings and site-organizing layers 
remains fragmented and particular to local needs.
20
A Contemporary City
Plan Voisin (1925)
The Radiant City The Great Waste Regional Planning
Linear Industrial City (1941)
1922 1935 1937 1939
Fig 12. Ville Contemporaine (Contemporary City) by Le Corbusier, 1925
Fig 13. Le Corbusier’s Theory of Urban Planning in four stages
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“A city made for 
speed is made for 
success.”8
8. Le Corbusier, The 
City of To-morrow and 
Its Planning, 39.
Defining Flatness: Towers-in-the-Park
To further define embodied depth and its sociological 
value in the city, it is important to examine an urban planning 
vision that is the origin of many projects embodying ‘flatness.’ 
What is now commonly known as “Towers-in-the-Park” is rooted 
in Le Corbusier’s urban planning vision in the 1920s. Charles-
Édouard Jeanneret-Gris, better known as Le Corbusier, was a 
Swiss-French architect and an urban planner concerned with 
the living conditions of inhabitants in crowded industrial cities.6 
In the context of the growing Parisian slums in the 1920s, Le 
Corbusier sought efficient ways to organize the rapidly densifying 
city. His evolving urban models can be summarized through three 
projects – the City of Three Million in 1922 which examines 
Paris; the Radiant City in 1932 which examines Moscow; and 
the Linear Industrial City in 1941. Throughout all three schemes, 
he promoted an abolition of traditional streets in favor of more 
widely spaced skyscrapers that are set back from the streets to 
create park spaces and allow plenty of lights – two key elements 
needed to address the density of future cities.
Le Corbusier’s vision of the modern city has been widely 
criticized for its monotonous forms that ignore human scale and 
street activities. However, it is worthwhile to understand the 
underlying goal of Le Corbusier’s urban vision through the lens 
of “The Home of Man,” an urban planning guide written by Le 
Corbusier and his colleague François De Pierrefeu in 1942. In the 
document, Le Corbusier clearly states that he envisions city as a 
place of meditation, a place where dynamic and open relationship 
with nature would be re-established:
 “To a healthy body, to a mind kept in a continual state of 
optimism by daily physical exercise, the city if the right measures are 
taken can also provide healthy mental activity. This would take two 
forms: first, meditation in a new kind of dwelling, a vessel of silence 
and lofty solitude, secondly, civic activity achieved by the harmonious 
grouping of creative impulses towards the public good.”7
Lofty solitude and silence within the accelerated city 
was envisioned through soaring towers that would preserve a 
view into the vast park space. Le Corbusier’s call for efficiency 
in organizing the city – often criticized as a rationalist approach 
– was intended to ensure the city-dwellers a place of calm and
refuge. Taller and more widely spaced buildings were to offer a 
6. Dunnett, James.
“Le Corbusier and the 
City without Streets.” 
In The
Modern City Revisited, 
(New York, NY: 
Taylor & Francis, 
2000), 15-38. 
7. Le Corbusier, The
Radiant City, 67
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Fig 14. Le Corbusier’s Sketch of Nature in City, 1948
Fig 15. Le Corbusier’s Sketch of Open Space in Contemporary City, 1925
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“The “essential joys”: Sun, Space, Verdure. These ancient 
influences have fashioned our body and our spirit. Isolated from their 
natural environment, all organisms perish. … It [modern dwelling] 
permits a new plan of habitable quarters that integrates within itself 
the “essential joys.”9
 The following pages examine the misinterpreted aspects 
of Le Corbusier’s vision of the Radiant City that resulted in 
failure of subsequent modernist projects of the 1950s. These 
aspects include zoning, city streets, and open spaces.
9. Le Corbusier, The 
Radiant City, 83
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Fig 16. Planning of Ville Radieuse by Le Corbusier, 1935 A. Housing
B. Hotels, Embassy
C. Business
D. Industries
E. Heavy Industries
F.,G. Satellite Town
H. Railway Station,
Airport
Zoning risks becoming a socio-economic boundary 
within the city.
G F
C
H
B
A
D
B
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Fig 17. Harsh boundary in St. James Town
1. Zoning
 The notion of zoning – first introduced in the late 19th 
century by Ebenezer Howard’s scheme of Garden City – lies 
at the core of Le Corbusier’s plan of the Radiant City. The city 
is strictly divided into commercial, business, entertainment 
and residential areas. The business district is located in the 
center, containing monolithic skyscrapers. The housing districts 
surround the business district, composed of prefabricated 
apartment buildings (Unités). The notion of zoning opposes 
layered and overlapping thresholds, and instead, draws harsh 
boundaries that are both physical and socio-economic. Despite 
its original intention to separate industry from living quarters 
and create a healthy and navigable city, zoning employed in the 
1950’s projects undermines the city’s connection to its site and 
pedestrians’ freedom to travel across different districts.
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Fig 18.  Hard vs Soft Edges, a study by Jan Gehl
Fig 19.  Layers of Streets, Based on Ontario Street design guideline
The speed of perception (TOP) can be illustrated through a 
comparison of blurred scenery in the car with a slow, detail-oriented 
experience on foot.  It has now been well studied that our ability to see 
and understand is greatly diminished with the increase in the speed 
of travelling. In other words, promoting the use of car as a mode of 
travelling can effectively undermine the memorableness of a cityscape.
5 km/h architecture
open
interactive
SOFT EDGE
60 km/h architecture
closed
passive
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35 1
4
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2. Streets
 Le Corbusier’s planning abolishes “corridor-streets”10, the 
traditional narrow streets tightly framed by adjacent buildings, in 
favor of wider streets that separate vehicular and foot traffic on 
different levels. Despite Le Corbusier’s intention of emancipating 
pedestrians from the monotony of a cluttered streetscape, the 
effect of increasing the city grid to 400m and setting back the 
buildings from the streets results in a different kind of dullness. 
Our eyes glaze over the vacuum-like open space, often devoid of 
trees and engaging details.  Apart from the acceleration of visual 
perception, the detachment of buildings from the street causes 
acceleration of pedestrians’ movement by producing ‘hard edges’ 
that do not allow meaningful social interaction (Fig 18). This 
acceleration is aggravated by reducing the number of existing 
streets by two-thirds and simplifying the types of streets to only 
three. As a result, pedestrians lose their freedom to meander and 
experience the urban spaces in varying sequence.  With such 
simplification of streets and limited options for navigation, the 
city loses its gradient of slowness and social activities (Fig 19).
10.  Le Corbusier, The 
Radiant City, 86.
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Fig 20. Repetitive, Standardized Apartments in Le Corbusier’s Plan Voisin, 1925
Fig 21. Sketch of Contemporary City by Le Corbusier, 1925
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3. Standardized Apartments
 The standardization of apartment buildings worsens the 
experiential flatness of the city. Le Corbusier proposes diversity 
in the overall appearance of the city, but uniformity in the 
individual buildings.11 Here, the aim is to free our mind from 
encumbrances and make us appreciate the grandeur of the overall 
layout. Le Corbusier does acknowledge that “our eye, limited 
to the narrower range of its visual field, sees only a succession 
of cells: a jagged, disjointed, diversified, complex…sight.”12 But 
he consciously prevents our eyes from lingering on any details 
in order to speed up our perception. In fact, the characteristic 
setbacks of apartments are specifically intended for a distanced 
view: “The setbacks permit of vast architectural perspectives.”13 As 
a result, the realized projects based upon the Radiant City model 
demonstrate a remarkable anonymity and dullness.
11. Le Corbusier, The 
City of Tomorrow and 
Its Planning, 340.
12. Ibid., 342.
13. Ibid., 344.
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Fig 22.  Ambiguous Open Space in Towers-in-the-Park
Fig 23.  Le Corbusier’s “Hanging Gardens” Shown at the Esprit 
Nouveau Pavilion, 1925
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4. Generic Landscape
 Lastly, and most importantly, the open park spaces in the 
realized projects informed by the Radiant City often lack human 
scale and program, and do not offer much sensorial diversity. Le 
Corbusier was aware of the incongruous scale of the proposed 
skyscrapers and had emphasized the mediating role of open 
spaces that were to be filled with program and carefully selected 
trees:
 “Though the sky-scrapers rise to a height of over 600 feet, yet 
between them and in the midst of the great open spaces there would 
be boulevards bordered by buildings not more than three storeys high 
and with receding stages. These would house the luxury shops, and 
there too would be the restaurants and cafes on the various terraces, 
giving on to alleys of trees or the great parks. The street would thus be 
reorganized on a human scale.”14
Unfortunately, many of the realized projects lack this 
amenity and “carefully chosen, varied, well-placed”15 trees on 
ground level. As a consequence, the resulting open spaces fall 
short of offsetting “the strain produced by the accelerated tempo 
of modern business”16, which arguably lies at the core of Le 
Corbusier’s urban vision:
 “The tree modifies a scene that is too vast, and its causal 
forms contrast with the rigid forms…the tree is an element essential 
to our comfort, and its presence in the city is a sort of caress, a kindly 
thing in the midst of our severe creations.”17
14. Le Corbusier, The 
City of Tomorrow, 239.
15. Le Corbusier 
and De Pierrefeu, 
François. The Home of 
Man. Translated by
Clive Entwistle. 
(London: 
Architectural Press, 
1948), 41.
16. Le Corbusier and 
De Pierrefeu, The 
Home of Man, 45. 
17. Le Corbusier, The 
City of Tomorrow, 237.
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Fig 24. Experiential Vastness of Japanese Garden
Fig 25. Physical Vastness of the Radiant City
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Learning from the Radiant City 
 Lack of engaging program and layered thresholds are 
the main cause of failure in the realized projects of the Radiant 
City. While the Radiant City was “a city made for speed,” Le 
Corbusier had promoted speed and efficiency in order to preserve 
leisure time and space of repose. The discussion of experiential 
depth and duration in a space is fundamental in re-examining 
the Radiant City which had a dual agenda of preserving calm 
and maintaining urban density. While the model of the Radiant 
City succeeded in preserving physical time and space, it has failed 
to generate experiential depth and reconnection with nature. 
Le Corbusier’s Radiant City and the Japanese garden can both 
be seen as responses to the condition of urban congestion. Le 
Corbusier had attempted to ‘save time’ by speeding up the traffic, 
and ‘expand space’ by placing buildings farther apart. Japanese 
garden, on the other hand, had attempted to ‘extend time’ by 
slowing down and obstructing movement, which in turn would 
expand the experiential space. Comparing and learning from 
these two different approaches to expanding space and time, the 
next chapter examines ways of generating depth in a towers-in-
the-park community through the diversification of program and 
sensorial quality.
Fig 26. Le Corbusier’s Approach to ‘Saving Time’
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Fig 27. Literature on Therapeutic Gardens
Fig 28. Passage to Stillness, Shisen-do Temple
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Landscape Engagement  
 The first design approach concerns landscape engagement 
– a sensory immersion in landscape ensured by slow haptic 
activities such as gardening, harvesting, and sauntering. Two 
elements are at work: plants with exceptional sensory quality and 
programs that encourage our daily lingering in landscape.
Therapeutic gardens serve as a good precedent that uses 
program-specific sensory engagement to restore tactility and 
lived-time. Therapeutic gardens differ from traditional landscape 
design in that they emphasize an active engagement with both 
the landscape and other occupants. The selection of plant species 
becomes crucial in inviting us to feel, smell, hear the landscape 
and participate in social activities. In addition, choice of species 
can maximize seasonal change, increase accessibility, and promote 
multi-functionality of the garden. Therapeutic gardens also 
emphasize generating a sense of depth through landscape layers.18 
The approach resonates with Nitschzke’s discussion of sense of 
depth and slowness in Japanese gardens which inherently possess 
a therapeutic quality. His observation suggests that the passage 
through the garden, if carefully designed for varying speed, can 
generate a meditative experience. 
In current practice, therapeutic gardens are often not well 
integrated with the interior and remain as an isolated feature 
in specialized environments such as hospitals and elderly care 
homes. Better integration of therapeutic garden with the interior 
and public ground can promote social exchange and a sense of 
well-being.
18. Daniel Winter-
bottom, and Amy 
Wagenfeld. Therapeu-
tic Gardens: Design
for Healing Spaces. 
(Portland: Timber 
Press, 2015), 17.
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Fig 29. Embodied Depth: Dissolving Thresholds
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Layered Thresholds 
 Layered threshold as a design approach concerns two types 
of thresholds. The first type defines the border between different 
sensory zones. The second type of threshold defines the border 
between public and private. Jan Gehl observes that a thickened 
threshold can encourage social interaction and slowness in a 
public space.19 
Paley Park in New York, designed by Robert Zion 
architect in 1967, illustrates the effect of the first type of 
threshold – layered sensory thresholds. In a city of deliriously 
accelerated time, the park injects a surge of slowness against the 
distractions of the city. 
 Walking through the park, we experience changes in 
lighting created by the changing density of the tree canopies. 
We enter from the bright street into the dappled threshold, 
eventually reaching a clearing with the view of the waterfall. We 
also experience a fluctuating sense of compression and visual 
depth along our journey. As we enter from the open street, we 
experience a sense of compression as the path becomes narrower. 
This continues until we reach the centre where a wider room is 
formed by a layered canopy. As we approach the end of the park, 
the tree canopies rise to create a taller space.
 
19. Gehl, Jan. Life 
Between Buildings: 
Using Public Space. 
(Washington, DC,
Columbia: Island 
Press, 2011), 31.
Fig 30. Paley Park
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Fig 31. Photography by Benoit Vollmer
Different plant species have varying degree of yield to the wind, diversifying our visual and auditory experience in the 
landscape.
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 Paley Park’s ability to sharpen our sensory awareness owes 
largely to its element of sound. Experience of sound is inherently 
more tactile than vision, and is temporal: “sounds are not only 
perceived with the ears alone but also with the skin. The calves of 
our legs are much harder of hearing than our chest, for example…
We hear with our entire body. Lower frequencies are “felt” much 
stronger than higher ranges.”20 Bernhard Leitner, a sound-architect, 
elucidates that we listen through our body. Sound enters and 
travels through our body, collapsing the distance established 
between the observer and the subject. Through a merging of 
body, space, and sound, we sense the size, privacy, and materiality 
of a space. For Leitner, the overall goal of an aural architecture, 
which uses sound as a building material, is a “heightened 
awareness of the body”21:
20. Leitner, Bernhard. 
Ton, Raum = Sound, 
Space. (New York: 
New York
University Press, 
1978), 294.
21. Leitner, Bernhard. 
Ton, Raum = Sound, 
Space, 17.
Fig 32. Therapeutic Effect of Sound on Body
[TOP] skin’s temperature before the sound was played
[MIDDLE] warming up of the entire body after the sound was played. 
Strong variations in the temperature appear where the two loudspeakers 
were placed, and the sound directly penetrated the body.
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 “… the lines drawn with a pencil on paper are meant to 
be acoustic lines, lines of sound…which in turn delineate space, 
forming space in motion [with qualities like] leading, pulling, 
swinging, opening, sinking, stretching, turning, shoving, ascending, 
bouncing…”22
 Sound is an example of a pervious layer  – a neither 
transparent nor opaque boundary that creates discreet inter-
relations between different programs.22 Instead of segregating, 
pervious layers enrich the relationship between autonomous 
zones by conceiving space as a continuum with differential 
conditions. The idea of pervious layer resonates with Colin 
Rowe’s notion of phenomenal transparency and Merleau-Ponty’s 
concept of depth as a perceptual cohesion. Both promote the use 
of implied boundary to generate a sense of depth – which has an 
important sociological implication: 
“This obviously presupposes a particular attitude of mind. 
One has to be willing to renounce a fixed point of view; one has to 
be prepared to see contrasting or even contradictory notions as not 
necessarily excluding each other and accept that “certainty” can only 
reside in a temporary stage…of this-as-well-as-that.”24
Layering threshold can improve the continuity of our 
spatial journey by easing the transition from one zone to another. 
The result is an integrity given to otherwise autonomous events, 
groups, and spaces.
The second type of threshold – between public and 
private – is explored in the form of a widened street that allows 
the co-existence of communal and intimate moments. Embedded 
in the idea of layering the public-private threshold is the notion 
of social distance,18 as observed by Jan Gehl. Social distance, 
along with the speed of movement, determines intensity of 
contact.  Intimate distance (0 - 0.5m) is the distance at which 
intense feelings, such as tenderness, comfort, love, are expressed.  
Personal distance (0.45 - 1.30m) is the conversation distance 
between close friends. The limit of social distance lies at 100m, 
a threshold for recognizing a human figure. Flattened modernist 
architecture lacks consideration of this hidden dimension that is 
crucial for designing public space with a gradient of privacy.
Limit of a vertical engagement – from a building’s 
balcony to the street – is 13.5m or the fifth floor. (Fig 34).
22. Leitner, Bernhard. 
Ton, Raum = Sound, 
Space, 23.
23. Kengo  Kuma, 
Patterns and Layering: 
Japanese Spatial 
Culture, Nature and 
Architecture. (Berlin: 
Gestalten, 2012), 85.
24. Hoesli, Bern-
hard. “Transparent 
Form-Organization 
as an Instrument of 
Design.” In Reckoning 
with Colin Rowe: Ten 
Architects Take Pos-
ition, edited by Em-
manuel Petit, (New 
York, NY: Routledge, 
2015), 130. 
25. Jan Gehl,  Cities 
for People, 60.
Fig 33. Degree of social 
engagement, adapted from 
Jan Gehl
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Fig 34. Perceptual Thresholds study by Jan Gehl
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The Barbican Center in London, designed by 
Chamberlin, Powell and Bon in 1959, serves as an important 
precedent which attempts to preserve experiential spaciousness 
while maintaining urban density. The Barbican Center, the largest 
housing scheme in Europe in the 1950s, was conceived at a 
time when CIAM’s doctrine of universalism and standardization 
in urban planning was starting to be questioned by a group of 
younger architects – Team 10. Team 10 was concerned with 
CIAM’s oppressive practice of zoning and standardization in 
achieving a sense of order in modern cities. The Barbican can 
be seen as a revision of the prevailing model of the Radiant City 
in the 1950s.  The design of the Barbican departs radically from 
CIAM’s doctrine due to its layered threshold – both sensorial 
and social – which is achieved through mixed program and 
pedestrianized in-between space. The terrace blocks were sized 
and placed to enclose and define the outdoor spaces which were 
designed to be the size of classical residential garden squares of 
earlier London.26 To avoid visual monotony, diverse building 
types (point towers, terrace blocks and maisonettes) were 
employed. The landscape itself incorporates varied species of 
trees and water features to generate a multi-sensory experience. 
A careful consideration of social distance and human scale in the 
design of open space create a gradient of privacy. 
As for the mixed program, the Barbican Center directly 
opposed CIAM’s call for clear separation between four living 
functions of dwelling, work, recreation and transport: the 
Barbican emphasizes the mixing of housing, recreation, education 
and culture as its key design principles. The streets, framed by 
tower lobbies and arcade shops, encourage pedestrians to linger 
and interact. Different programs create varying rhythm along our 
journey, resulting in a lengthened sense of duration. The mixing 
of program would ultimately extend the resident’s habitat beyond 
the threshold of his front door into the surrounding public 
realm, which resonates with Team 10’s goal of creating a sense of 
belonging in modern cities. The street functions as “the dwelling 
place of the collective”20 and an ‘outdoor room’ that generate 
diverse sensorial and social narratives. And the act of walking 
transforms anonymous places into a personal and emotional 
geography of memories. 
26.  Borthwick, Gail. 
“Barbican: A Unique 
Walled City Within 
the City.”
27.  Michel De 
Certeau,, and Steven 
Rendall. “Walking 
in the City.” In The 
Practice of Everyday 
Life. (Berkeley: 
University of 
California Press, 
1984), 78.
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Fig 35.  Initial solid-void condition
Fig 36.  Intermediary zones and paths
Visitor collects multiple sensory moments along the path.
Fig 37.  Courtyard are sized within the threshold for face 
recognition. 
Fig 38.  Path offers a myriad of courtyards framed by programs
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Fig 39.  Materiality creates distinct atmosphere for each 
courtyard.
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Fig 40.  Social Distance Mapping of Barbican Center
Diverse public spaces are layered within a recognizable threshold to offer a gradient of social involvement. The residents 
can passively enjoy presence of others without feeling overexposed. Transitional levels (plaza, restaurant balconies) bridge 
the taller residential towers and the ground level to expand the public sphere.
Fig 41.  Layers of perceptual threshold compose relational depth, adapted from Jan Gehl
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Fig 42. Social Distance Mapping of Barbican Center
Public spaces have different relationship with water garden, which lies within the sensory threshold of 6.5m.
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 The N-House, designed by Sou Fujimoto in 2008, 
illustrates how a semi-private space can act as a key threshold. 
Similar to the open spaces in the Barbican, the semi-private 
garden that encircles the private living quarter respects residents’ 
dual need for privacy and collectivity. The exterior wall acts as a 
pervious layer that creates fluid connection with the street and 
offers a wider choice of social distances to the resident. Also, 
despite the porosity of the exterior wall and flexible program, 
access to individual rooms is carefully controlled through 
circulation. This balance between porosity and privacy using 
semi-private garden space serves as an important precedent for 
extending the public realm within the proposed site
Conclusion: Sociological Value of Embodied Depth
 An individual associates herself with a myriad of 
appropriated places in her lived-sphere. An engaging, haptic 
cityscape catalyzes this transition from the anonymous to the 
subjective. By envisioning the speculative site as a slow threshold 
to the surrounding city fabric, the following design proposal 
attempts to unflatten movement, relation, and tactility within 
and around the modernist tower block. Movement lies at the 
heart of the proposal of unflattening – the key to restoring 
slowness of experience, opposing hegemony of vision, and 
appropriating cityscape: as Pérez-Gómez argues, “the issue of 
meaning for man involves participation in a movement.”28
28. Pérez-Gómez. 
“The Space of 
Architecture: Meaning 
as Presence and 
Representation.”, 35.
Fig 43. Semi-Private Garden of N House
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Fig 44. Pervious Opacity
semi-public semi-publicprivate privatesemi-private
Fig 45. Changing Opacity Through Movement
Fig 46. Controlled Paths
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Glossary
Embodied Depth: a sense of lengthened time and re-affirmed 
physical presence of the self that result from the accumulation 
of memories collected along one’s journey through a layered 
space. It is the complexity of a space that one understands 
only through movement. Slowness and haptic engagement 
generate embodied depth.  
Enmeshed Experience: used by Steven Holl to describe 
architectural experience that emerges from the continuous 
unfolding of overlapping spaces, materials, and details.29
Lived-Time (durée réelle): termed by philosopher Henri 
Bergson to describe a conscious time that produces memory. 
Time is a state of awareness that can slow down or speed up 
with varying intensity. Memory, resulting from lived-time, is 
directly related to slowness and modification of consciousness. 
It can be restored through a slow, sensorial engagement with 
the environment.
Lived-Space30: termed by Henri Lefevre to describe the 
concrete, subjective, relational space of everyday activities 
that one lives through. It includes semi-public, semi-private, 
meeting-places, pathways, passageways. Primacy of lived-
spaces diversifies concrete space and diminishes functional 
distinctions. It involves restoration of the sensory (voice, smell, 
warmth). Embodied depth transforms the anonymous into a 
lived-space.
Spatial Appropriation: an anonymous ‘space’ becoming a 
personally-acquainted ‘place’. It can be achieved through 
sensorial engagement and meaningful social interaction.30
Chora: 
1. Perez-Gomez defines architecture as a “choreo-graphy” 
– a sensorial embodied experience that unfolds through 
movement.31
2. Plato defines it as “a reality in the crossing or chiasma 
of Being and Becoming, of words and world, of signifier and 
signified”. 
3. This thesis understands chora as architecture of 
embodiment that transforms anonymous space into space of 
personal meaning.
29. Steven Holl. 
“Enmeshed Experi-
ence: The Merging 
of Object and Field.” 
inQuestions of Percep-
tion: Phenomenology 
of Architecture. (San 
Francisco, CA: Wil-
liam Stout Publishers, 
2006), 51.
30. Lefebvre, Henri. 
The Production of 
Space. (Oxford, OX: 
Blackwell, 1991), 37.
31. Alberto Pérez-
Gómez. “The Space of 
Architecture: Meaning 
as Presence and 
Representation.” in 
Questions of Percep-
tion: Phenomenology 
of Architecture. (San 
Francisco, CA: Wil-
liam Stout Publishers, 
2006), 13.
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Inclusive Vision: underlying theme of the phenomenal 
transparency, spatio-temporal depth, vision in the twilight. 
Phenomenal Transparency32: simultaneous perception of 
different spatial locations. It overcomes space and time 
fixations to create perceptually cohesive depth through 
superimposition of autonomous parts. Heterogeneous urban 
tissues can form a meaningful whole through this phenomenal 
cohesion.
Spatiotemporal Depth: “dimension of perceptual cohesion”33 
that allows things to appear as mutually dependent through 
their autonomy. “Implication of one in the other” creates depth.
Vision in the Twilight: a modality of seeing that is neither in 
pure light nor in pure darkness, neither the objectifying vision 
nor the distracted vision34. It habituates the eye to repose and 
defer hasty judgements.
Spatial Layering: a formal method of generating phenomenal 
transparency that catalyzes movement and vision in twilight, 
while creating a gradient of privacy. Layers control paths, 
segregate or integrate functions, and control social relations.
Miegakure: a spatial composition of hide-and-reveal, where 
it’s not possible to see all the parts at the same time, imbuing 
a sense of mystery and enchantment. It encourages movement 
by creating “a sense of tremendous, limitless space.”35
Pervious Opacity: neither transparent nor opaque boundary 
that creates discreet interrelation between heterogeneous 
programs by“establishing zones without creating a serious 
physical spatial barrier.”36 
32.  Rowe, Colin, 
and Robert Slutzky. 
Transparency: Literal 
and Phenomenal. 
(Basel: Birkhäuser 
Verlag, 1997), 10.
33.  Merleau-
Ponty, Maurice. 
Phenomenology of 
Perception. (London: 
Routledge, 1962), 39.
34.  Gary Schapiro, 
“In the Shadows of 
Philosophy: Nietzsche 
and the Question of 
Vision,” in Levin, 
Modernity and the 
Hegemony of Vision, 
126.
35.  Kuma, Kengo. 
Patterns and Layer-
ing: Japanese Spatial 
Culture, Nature and 
Architecture. Edited 
by Salvator Liotta 
and Matteo Belfiore. 
(Berlin: Gestalten, 
2012), 53.
36.  Kuma. Patterns 
and Layering. (Berlin: 
Gestalten, 2012), 58.
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St. James Town
“In a world which is increasingly fictionalized by an 
architecture of the commercialized image, and the 
enticing…architecture of the retinal image, the task of 
the architect is to strengthen our experience of the real 
in the spheres of perception and experience, as well as 
in cultural and social interaction.”37
37. Pallasmaa,  The 
Embodied Image, 42.
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Fig 47.  St. James Town: “World Within a City”
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Context
 St. James Town in Toronto is the largest high-rise 
community in Canada, marked by high density and cultural 
diversity.  The neighborhood is located in the northeast corner 
of the downtown core, bounded by Sherbourne Street to the 
west, Bloor Street to the north, Parliament Street to the east, and 
Wellesley Street to the south. Despite being bounded by diverse 
edge conditions including Rosedale Ravine, Cabbagetown, and 
the commercial district, St. James Town suffers from social and 
spatial segregation resulting from the obliteration of the historic 
street grid and program diversity. It consists of 19 towers built 
in the 1960s, offering 7,000 units to house over 17,000 people. 
The average income of the residents is almost half that of rest 
of the city, and 68% of residents are visible minorities, giving it 
the nickname of “the world within a block.”37 The density and 
cultural diversity of the community offers potentials that are not 
fully realized by the existing monotonous built form, landscape, 
and program. Due to its extreme spatial flatness and its unique 
role as a gateway community within downtown Toronto, St. 
James Town is chosen as the site for speculating the potential 
for architecture to generate embodied depth through layered 
landscape and program.
38.  
Haque, Nasim, 
Nazilla Khanlou, 
Stephanie Montesanti, 
and Brenda Roche. 
“Exploring the 
Link Between 
Neighbourhood and 
Newcomer Immigrant 
Health.” Wellesley 
Institute: Advancing 
Urban Health, (2010): 
21.
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Fig 48.  Before (1924) the Tower Development
Fig 49.  After (2016) the Tower Development
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History
 St. James Town was developed in the 1870’s as a desirable 
upper-middle class neighborhood with Victorian houses. In 
1953, the City of Toronto announced major zoning amendments 
for the downtown core. The new zoning significantly increased 
building coverage in St. James Town, making it a target for 
private developers. By clearing a vast swath of crumbling 
Victorian houses in one of the city’s poorest neighborhoods, 
urban planners aimed to design for the densest concentration of 
people in the country. By the end of the 1950’s, a consortium of 
developers had bought and demolished St. James Town’s entire 
housing stock in order to build Toronto’s first high-rise residential 
apartment towers. The federal government also supported 
the plan, deeming city building as a key to the nation’s post-
depression recovery. Poorly built, the apartments failed to attract 
the prospective middle class tenants who moved to suburban 
houses instead, and the town soon became home to newcomers. 
Intended for young single professionals, the town does not 
offer adequate gathering spaces and amenities for large families. 
Consequently, the newcomers suffer from the lost opportunity 
for meaningful interaction among residents and with the city.
 In its current state, our experience of St. James Town 
as a pedestrian is similar to that of driving on a highway, where 
nothing grabs our attention and makes us linger. It produces an 
unmemorable, unengaging urban fabric that compounds the 
socio-economic segregation of the residents. 
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Fig 50. 1886 Aerial View of St. James Town, Enlarged From Lithography by William Nathaniel Wesbroom
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Fig 51. Sherbourne Street looking south from Isabella Street, 1938.
Fig 52. Sherbourne Street looking south from Isabella Street, 2015
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4. Tower Typology and Service Condition
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Figure 4.11. Commonly observed tower typologies of the 1960s and 70s.
Rectangular (Bar) Tower Articulated Bar Tower Y-Shaped Tower Circular Point Tower Square Point Tower
Not Shown: Cruciform point tower,
a variation on the square point tower.
circulation
Fig 53.  Flatness in Post-war Modernist Towers, study from Tower Renewal Document
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Flatness 
1. Density Without Grain
The biggest impact of towers-in-the-park planning was 
the loss of finer grain of buildings. The figure-ground map of St. 
James Town and the adjacent blocks shows the abrupt change in 
the scale of buildings, and the unusually large interstitial spaces 
around the towers. This phenomenon of density without grain 
results in unengaging streets with little activities and a weak 
connection to the towers.
Fig 54. Grain Comparison
FLATNESS
Tower Entry
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2. Loss of Street Grid
Another legacy of towers-in-the-park planning is the loss 
of street grid within St. James Town. Th e only through-block 
street is St. James Avenue that runs east-west from Sherbourne 
Street to Parliament Street. Th e remaining ground plane is 
fragmented with scattered parking lots, service lanes, and waste 
collection sites, and fences. Th e lack of streets that connect the 
block to rest of the city creates a confusion over private and 
public space, discouraging pedestrians from entering the block.
Fig 55.  Loss of Street Grid and Movement
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Fig 57. Fragmented Ground
Fig 56. Fragmented Ground
Service lanes and underground parking ramp disrupt the narrow sidewalks.
Garbage collecting sites and service lanes intrude into pedestrian zone.
3. Fragmented Ground Plane
 Scattered parking lots and service lanes dominate the 
interstitial spaces that were meant to be landscaped areas. Lack of 
sequence and hierarchy in the landscape causes everything to feel 
monotonous with no cues to slow down and linger.
FLATNESS
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Fig 58. Fragmented Ground
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4. Boundaries
 Existing fence lines creates a harsh public-private 
boundaries, disrupting the through-block pedestrian movement. 
Interstitial zones are neglected and give an uninviting, unsafe 
impression of no man’s land. Despite having distinct courtyards 
that differ in atmosphere and surrounding fabric, the fragmented 
ground plane hinders a continuous walk across the block that 
connects different tower clusters. Public programs exist, but are 
not easily accessible or visible due to fences.
Fig 59. Existing Fence Lines: Divided Ownership of Towers
TCHC
Greenwin Property
Medallion Corp.
Rose Apartments
Fence
FLATNESS
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5. Sidewalks
 Existing parking ramps and garbage collection sites are 
scattered around the site based on an underground logic, and 
results in a disrupted the pedestrian flow. Narrow, discontinuous 
sidewalks are in poor condition.
Fig 60. Existing Sidewalk 
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Fig 61.  Existing Outdoor Recreation Space
6. Outdoor Recreation Space
 Existing spaces of interaction (lobbies, parkettes, 
playgrounds) face the back of the towers, which has poor 
connection to major streets, causing the concern on safety. 
Resident’s surveys show that there’s a high demand for outdoor 
recreation space and ‘common rooms’ for social cohesion. Good 
infrastructure of social spaces will slow down and engage the 
pedestrians.
Playground
Soccer Field
Swimming Pool 
(locked)
FLATNESS
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A. Playground on Bleecker Street C. Rose Avenue School Soccer Field
B. Playground on Ontario Street D. Tennis Court on Rose Avenue
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Fig 62.  Residents’ 
Major Concerns
Fig 63.  Community Voices: Photo Essay by St. James Town Residents
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• Mistrust amongst 
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• Prejudice 
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Social Needs
 This lack of experiential depth and slowness, examined 
through mapping, is especially detrimental to the newcomers 
who make up the majority of St. James Town’s population. 
Numerous surveys from the residents suggest that the tower 
block’s spatial flatness is co-related with the existing social 
issues  within the community. For instance, residents express 
their concern over lack of privacy, which owes to the missing 
spatial and landscape layers to buffer the living quarters from the 
streets. Absence of social infrastructure such as safe playground 
and community gardens also deepen the anonymity and distrust 
within the community. The discontinuous street grid prevents 
people from entering the community, adding to the negative 
image of St. James Town as an unsafe neighborhood. This 
elucidates the sociological importance of the perceived depth in 
a modernist block which catalyzes slow engagement with both 
the landscape and other residents. The social need of the residents 
is clearly expressed in the following quote from St. James Town 
Community Voices Report:
 “The goal is to realize that people should not merely exist in 
St. James Town; rather, it is to discover that they truly yearn…to be 
involved citizens of the place they call home. What the community 
needs is the resources to enhance their capacity to participate in 
Canadian society in ways that can be seen and felt because they 
do strive to be part of their new country and to make meaningful 
lifelong contributions to Canadian society.”39
39. Nasim Haque, 
Erin Moriarty, and 
Emily Anderson. 
“Community
Voices: Tackling 
Inequity Through a 
Community Based 
Initiative
on the Social 
Determinants of 
Health.” St. James 
Town Initiative
Neighbourhood 
and Health, 2008. 
Accessed September 
25, 2015.
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Fig 64. Goethe’s Hall by Barbara Bloom
POTENTIAL
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Exposing Depth
 Mapping of St. James Town’s spatial flatness has revealed 
the community’s needs. Conversely, the subsequent mappings 
allow an “empathetic prolonged looking”41 that reveals the site’s 
latent depth. The exercise reflects on the loss of slow perception 
and how it fundamentally changes a designer’s ability to read into 
the site.
40. Goethe, Scientific 
Studies, 307.
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1800
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Youth Center
1989
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1. Social Potentials
 Examining St. James Town’s history as a gateway 
community reveals the struggle of the residents to create a 
sense of community within the barren landscape. Despite the 
stigma around the neighborhood, the residents proactively seek 
opportunities to celebrate the cultural diversity and off er support 
to newcomers. Tracing these social potentials directly informs the 
re-organization of the site.
POTENTIAL: SOCIAL
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Fig 65.  Existing Social, Cultural Programs
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ART CITY STUDIO
Fig 66.  Four Programs to be Augmented
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2. Potentials: Landscape
 The sensorial mapping of the site reveals existing 
pedestrian axes and courtyards. And the sensorial mapping of 
the Ontario Street, Bleecker Street, and Rose Avenue, illustrates 
how slowness is crucial in revealing the existing character of the 
site. The proposed site layers, “Strips”, “Field”, and “Cultural 
Promenade” are informed by the observation, and attempt to 
augment the existing character of each street.
POTENTIAL: LANDSCAPE
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Fig 67. Existing Courtyards and Paths
Parks and school ground generate varied rhythms of movement along major pedestrian axes. 
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Ontario Street
 Upon traversing the 
block, it soon becomes clear 
that the remnant of the old 
Ontario Street and Rose 
Avenue function as major 
pedestrian axes within the 
block. Th e paths house social 
activities such as the fl ea 
market, tai chi exercises, and 
mural-painting. Both paths are 
defi ned by Rose Avenue School 
and a large grocery store on 
the south end. While Ontario 
Street serves as a front entry 
to the school and the grocery 
store, Rose Avenue serves as a 
quieter back lane framed by a 
row of pine trees and views of 
the St. James Cemetery to the 
east. Th e proposed site layer 
of the “Strip” tries to augment 
these two axes. Fig 68.  Ontario Street
Fig 69.  Existing Social Activities on Ontario Street
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Rose Avenue School Grocery
Fig 70.  Existing Social Activities on Ontario Street
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Rose Avenue
Th e existing path along 
the Rose Avenue is framed 
by pine trees. Being farther 
away from Sherbourne Street, 
Rose Avenue off ers quietude 
and a view towards St. James 
Cemetery. Th e proposed site 
layers of “Strip” and “Field” 
are informed by the pine 
fragrance, quietude, and its 
connection to the cemetery.
Fig 71.  Rose Avenue
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Fig 72.  Existing Social Activities on Rose Avenue
POTENTIAL: LANDSCAPE
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St James CemeteryOutdoor poolPine Trees
Fig 73.  Existing Social Activities on Rose Avenue
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Bleecker Street
 A myriad of public 
programs implemented in 
the ground fl oors of the 
city-owned towers along 
Bleecker Street demonstrate 
the residents’ struggle against 
fl atness. For instance, St. James 
Town Corner is a resident-
initiated community center 
off ering free clinic service, 
newcomer support, and a 
small community garden. 
Senior’s programs exist in all 
four Bleecker Street towers, 
attempting to engage a larger 
senior group and create 
connections between the 
diff erent towers. Th e existing 
programs for seniors and 
newcomers inform the type 
and location of new programs 
proposed in the “Cultural 
Promenade”.
Fig 75.  Existing Social Activities on Bleecker Street
Fig 74.  Bleecker Street
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playgroundash groveSt. James Community Center playground pool St. James 
West Park
Fig 76.  Existing Social Activities on Bleecker Street
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Layered Landscape
“What then is time? … when I measure time, I 
measure impressions, modifications of consciousness.”1
1. Augustine. 
Confessions, XI. 
Translated by F.J. 
Sheed (London and 
New York, 1951), 14.
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Fig 78. Proposed Layers of Movement
Fig 79. Existing Paths
Fig 80. Confluence
Fig 81. Trail
SITE LAYERS
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Site Layers
 Based on the previous 
mappings, the site is organized 
into five layers - “Field,” 
“Strip,” “Cultural Promenade,” 
“Confluence,” and “Trail.” 
 The Field is informed 
by: its proximity to St. James 
Cemetery and the ravine, 
the existing youth programs 
located in Wellesley towers, 
and the Y-shaped Parliament 
towers. 
 The Strip is informed 
by the existing pedestrian axes 
of Ontario Street and Rose 
Avenue. 
 The Cultural 
Promenade is informed by 
its proximity to Sherbourne 
Street and newcomer programs 
on TCHC-owned towers on 
Bleecker Street.
 The Confluce forms 
a central east-west axis along 
St. James Avenue with the 
community garden at its core.
 The Trail extends the 
existing ravine path and bike 
lanes into the community. 
 Engaging with 
the landscape and layering 
thresholds are the main means 
of generating embodied depth 
on the site. The existing social 
programs on the site initiates 
the new programs; plant 
species are chosen for the 
specific sensory engagement 
that relates to the type of 
program; and the architectural 
form and material are chosen 
to amplify the engagement.
Fig 82. Field
Fig 83. Strip
Fig 84. Cultural Promenade
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Fig 86. Field
Fig 87. Existing
Field
 The Field is a loosely 
organized landscape that 
relates to the ravine and 
St. James Cemetery on the 
eastern edge of St. James 
Town. It attempts to catalyze 
both landscape engagement 
and social interaction by 
implementing community 
gardening as a form of direct 
social engagement with the 
landscape. Allotment gardens 
are proposed at the intersection 
of Wellesely and Parliament 
Street, and a native tree nursery 
program is proposed to extend 
from allotment gardens to 
Rose Avenue School. This 
is informed by the low-rise 
residential neighborhood of 
Cabbagetown, located south 
of Parliament Street, which 
already runs a public program 
to restore urban forest and 
encourage community farming. 
The Strip intersects with the 
Field towards Wellesely Street. 
 Forest gardening – a 
landscape strategy based 
on the principles of layered 
planting – becomes a tool to 
re-structure the ground plane. 
It offers a multi-seasonal and 
multi-functional landscape. 
For instance, it serves a dual 
function of yielding crops and 
supporting the ravine ecology. 
Hence, the Field becomes a 
widened threshold between 
Rosedale Ravine and St. James 
Town.
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Tree coverage is directly related to property value and neighborhood image. Restoring tree 
canopy within St. James Town can alter the sensory quality and perceived safety of the block.
St. James Town occupies an important location within the larger ravine network. Better 
connection to the ravine can benefit both the tower block and the Rosedale ravine.
Tree Canopy 
Diameter
Native Savannah
White Ash
Fig 88. Tree Coverage in St. James Town
Fig 89. Proximity to Rosedale Ravine
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 The Field addresses 
the importance of connecting 
to the Rosedale ravine and 
enhancing the urban forest 
within St. James Town. It 
attempts to diversify the 
sensorial field within St. James 
Town by extending the ravine 
ecology. The planting scheme is 
sensitive to the existing trees on 
Rose Avenue. Proposed native 
species function as companion 
plants for the existing trees:
“The most effective strategy for 
increasing average tree size and 
tree canopy is to preserve and 
manage existing trees in the 
city.”15
 In the neighboring 
Cabbagetown, there already 
exists an interest in expanding 
the urban forest. Implementing 
the community garden and 
a native tree nursery will 
strengthen the St. James Town’s 
connection with Cabbagetown.
2. “Every Tree 
Counts: A Portrait 
of Toronto’s Urban 
Forest.” Toronto, On-
tario. City of Toronto, 
Parks, Forestry and 
Recreation,
Urban Forestry. 2013
Non-profit organizations in the neighborhood promote a healthier, more 
resilient urban forest through research, education and community engagement.
St. James Cemetery extends into the Rosedale ravine. It houses many native 
trees that date back to early 1900s.
Fig 90. Cabbagetown ReLEAF
Fig 91. View of St. James Cemetery from the Towers
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Fig 92. Fog-covered ravine
FIELD
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 The St. James 
Cemetery contains over 400 
native trees and shrubs. These 
trees could provide seeds for 
the proposed landscape in 
the Field. The cemetery can 
become a resource for teachers 
at the Rose Avenue School. 
Day trips can help educate the 
community about the native 
trees.
 The Field tries to 
amplify sensory characteristic 
of the ravine through 
intensifying its fog. Retaining 
fog is beneficial for plants in an 
urban site that is prone to dry 
soil. The selected tree canopies 
retain moisture and heat, while 
blocking wind and noise.
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mar combined
jul combined
COLDER 
MONTHS
dec combined
Shadow study on the site informs the 
planting patterns and the distribution 
of built elements in the Field. Th e 
shaded areas are occupied by the 
proposed gardening support facilities 
that also function as an extended 
lobby space for the Y-shaped Wellesley 
towers. Sunnier areas are reserved 
for allotment gardens and native tree 
nursery.
Fig 93.  Shadow Study
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Fig 94.  “Field” Site Plan, 
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A close study of the existing trees 
informs the type of new plant 
species. Native species are chosen 
to extend the sensorial quality of 
the ravine through capturing the 
fog and attracting wildlife.
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Fig 95.  Native Tree Nursery in the “Field”
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Fig 96.  Cross Section at Field, 1:300
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Strip
 Strip augments 
the existing row of trees 
along Ontario Street and 
Rose Avenue. Similar to the 
Field, it implements layered 
planting strategy to add a 
sense of depth. Both streets 
are designed to slow down 
the traffic – both foot and 
vehicular. Strategies include the 
traffic-calming pavement, street 
furnishing, bike lanes.
 
Fig 98. Strip
Fig 99. Existing
Fig 100. Tai chi sessions on Library 
courtyard
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Fig 101.  Existing Pool on Rose Avenue
Fig 103.  Rose Avenue School Soccer Field
Fig 102.  Existing Pine Forest at Howard Street and Rose Avenue Intersection
StrIp
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Rose Avenue 
 An outdoor gym can be found in the midst of a pine 
forest just off of Rose Avenue. The athletic character of the 
avenue is informed by the existing outdoor pool and the soccer 
field of Rose Avenue School. An existing row of pine trees are 
reinforced with dwarf pines and hay-scented fern. 
 The primary strategy of the Strip is to preserve and 
augment the existing rows of pines. The proposed plants help 
suppress the growth of weeds and adds to the pine fragrance.
 The north end of Rose Avenue connects with a mature 
pine forest on Howard Street.
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Fig 104.  “Strip” Site 
Plan on Rose Avenue, 
1:1000
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The proposed landscape 
of Rose Avenue considers 
existing species and 
microclimate of the site. 
The sensorial quality 
that “Strip” tries to 
capture is the pine scent.
Fragrant species 
include White Pine, 
Balsam Fir, and Jack 
Pine, which are found 
together in their natural 
habitat.
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Fig 105.  Pine forest on Rose Avenue
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Fig 107.  Rose Avenue School Entrance on Ontario Street
Fig 108.  Flea market  at Ontario Street / St. James Avenue
Fig 109.  Flea market and Grocery Store at Ontario Street / Wellesley Street
StrIp
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Ontario Street
 Ontario Street employs strategies to calm traffic 
including: the addition of bike lanes, on-street parking, and 
textured pavement. These elements slow down the rhythm of 
movement within the block. The ground floor of the Ontario 
Street apartments, which are owned by same management office, 
are reformed as live-work units to create ground level activity and 
invite pedestrians to linger.
 The south end of Ontario Street offers a covered 
market area to host existing flea market. Fragrant medicinal 
herbs are planted and harvested for its usage in the proposed 
diabetes clinic. Fruit-tree plaza at Wellesley and Ontario Street 
intersection offers year-round harvesting. Plants are arranged 
according to their height in order to maximize their exposure to 
sunlight: taller plants are located at the north end while shrubs 
and smaller trees are located at the south end. 
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Fig 110.  “Strip” Site 
Plan on Rose Avenue, 
1:1000
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The proposed landscape 
of Rose Avenue considers 
the existing species and 
site’s microclimate. The 
main sensorial quality 
that the “Strip” tries to 
capture is the pine scent. 
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Fig 111.  Ontario Street and Wellesley Street: Fruit Tree Plaza
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Community Farm New Ontario St.
Fig 112.  Cross Section at Ontario Street, 1:300
StrIp
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Community KitchenClinicNew Ontario St.
Fig 112. Cross Section at Ontario Street, 1:300
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Fig 114. Cultural Promenade
Fig 115. Existing
Cultural Promenade
 The Cultural 
Promenade contains newcomer 
support and cultural facilities, 
each with its related gardens. It 
creates a north-south axis from 
the Rosedale ravine overpass 
on Howard Street to Wellesley 
Street. The north entry at 
Sherbourne Street connects to 
St. James West Park, while the 
south entry at Wellesley Street 
connects to the public library.
 Each landscape-room 
is initiated by the surrounding 
fabric and the adjacent towers. 
Instead of conceiving a grand 
plan with unifying forms, 
the Promenade is conceived 
as a multi-layered landscape 
experienced sequentially.
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Fig 116.  Vehicular Gateway
Fig 117.  Cultural Promenade
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Fig 118.  Pedestrian Gateway
Pedestrian traffic
Subway station
 Th e Cultural Promenade is chosen as the main element 
of the composition for its proximity to the Sherbourne and 
Bloor intersection, which is a major pedestrian entryway to the 
block due to the subway and proximity to downtown. Th ere is 
a concentration of existing newcomer programs on Sherbourne 
Street which off ers an opportunity for activating the Promenade 
with related activities. In addition, four towers on Bleecker Street 
are owned by the city with existing public programs that suggest 
possible extensions.
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Fig 119. Cultural Promenade
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Fig 120. Ownership
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Fig 121. Cultural Institutions
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cultural promenade
Fig 122. Cultural Promenade
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Fig 123. Architecture
Fig 124. Gardens
Fig 125. Paths
Four landscape-rooms offer 
physical engagement with 
plants. Programmatic elements 
augment the existing social 
programs within the block and 
its connections with surrounding 
fabric. 
Landscape of related gardens 
create layered transitions 
throughout the site.
Paths of different speed exist 
within the cultural promenade to 
offer diversity.
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Fig 126. Existing Programs and Trees
Fig 127. Proposed Programs
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 Both the landscape and the architecture of the Cultural 
Promenade are conceived with the design approach that was 
laid out earlier in the chapter – first, the type and location of 
the proposed program augments the existing programs and local 
connections. Then a program-specific landscape engagement 
and plant species is proposed. The main goal is to intensify our 
sensorial engagement with the landscape through architectural 
form and material. The program both informs and benefits from 
the type of sensory engagement and plant species. The design 
of the Promenade is captured through scoring to emphasize the 
importance of time and movement in generating embodied 
depth.
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Fig 128.  Proposed Paths, 1:1000
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Fig 128. Proposed Paths, 1:1000
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Fig 130.  Existing Site Plan of Cultural Promenade, 1:1000Art Center
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Fig 131.  Promenade Section 1:500
Promenade is conceived as a sequence of 
changing sectional relation with the canopy 
informed by the type of activities.
cultural promenade
Paper BirchWind-GrassFragrant Water Plaza
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Cinematic collage shows a 
sense of depth generated by the 
accumulated memory.
Fig 132.  Cinematic Collage
CULTURAL PROMENADE: SCORING
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Scoring
The landscape of the Promenade is conceived as a series 
of sensorial transitions that lengthen one’s perceived duration of 
the journey. It generates multiple transitions of light, sense of 
compression, fragrance, and sound. The resulting path offers a 
layered, multi-sensorial journey. Canopy density and change in 
elevation are two primary methods of creating these transitions.
 The following notational diagrams attempt to render 
the different intensities within the Promenade, and capture its 
sensorial rhythm.
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Fig 133.  Rhythm of the Promenade: 3 parallel experiments
CULTURAL PROMENADE: SCORING
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Fig 133.  Rhythm of the Promenade: 3 parallel experiments
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On the sectional notation, the abstracted vectors represent movement and sense of compression on the Promenade. Parts of 
the vector were distorted or given fluctuating thickness to capture the transitional moments and sense of compression on 
the path.
CULTURAL PROMENADE: SCORING
Fig 134.  Sectional Scoring: Intensities, Movement
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Fig 135.  Plan Scoring: Intensities, Movement
CULTURAL PROMENADE: SCORING
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Fig 135.  Plan Scoring: Intensities, Movement
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Fig 136.  Diffused sense of enclosure
CULTURAL PROMENADE: SCORING
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  e number of 
circles indicate the softness 
of the sensed enclosure. For 
instance, a greater number 
of circles indicates a series of 
soft boundaries generating a 
di used enclosure.  e interval 
between circles indicate the 
speed of movement at a 
particular moment on the 
path.
  e map also expresses 
the  uctuation in the depth 
of view.  rough the density 
of planting and the types of 
canopy, the landscape o ers a 
varying rhythm of deep and 
shallow views along the path.
Fig 137. More rigid boundaries
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Fig 138.  Promenade Rhythm
In the third diagram, the Promenade was abstracted into a piece of scored basswood that allows a flexible modulation. The undulation 
captures changing level of canopies, density of plants, and sense of enclosure.
CULTURAL PROMENADE: SCORING
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Daycare
 Th e proposed daycare on Bleecker Street oﬀ ers landscape 
engagement through tree-climbing. It is interesting to note 
that tree-climbing has recently become illegal in Toronto: the 
municipal bylaw states that no person shall climb the whole or 
any part of a tree, rock, and rock face or remove soil, sand or 
wood. Many city-dwellers have voiced their concern over this 
loss of intimate encounter with trees. Th e daycare plaza at the 
intersection of Bleecker Street and Howard Street, connecting to 
St. James West Park, will restore the tactile connection with trees. 
Native species with longevity and an ideal structure for climbing 
are laid out according to their sun requirement. 
Fig 139.  Sunken Mulberry Play-garden
DAYCARE
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“...the reward 
of climbing a 
cherry tree is...the 
intoxicating overload 
of colour and scent 
in the heart of the 
canopy. In defense of 
climbing, there are 
many things about a 
tree that you simply 
can’t appreciate 
unless you’re in its 
canopy.” 3
3.  “High Park 
Tree-Climbing,” 
Kaleidoscope Flux, 
last modified May 
15, 2013, http://
kaleidoscopeflux.ca/
high-park-tree-climb-
ing.html.
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Fig 142.  Sunken Mulberry Play-garden
DAYCARE
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“On one side of the 
[tunnel], there exists 
a neighbourhood full 
of new immigrants 
who have come from 
all around the world 
to be part of the rosy 
picture promised by the 
canadian Government 
[St. James Town]. 
On the other side, the 
picture actually comes 
to reality [Rosedale]. 
However, the short 
journey of crossing 
the bridge is actually 
painful, arduous, 
and for the most 
part, impossible to 
most if not all of the 
individuals living in 
St. James Town”
- community Voices
Th e daycare’s mulberry garden is sunken to provide a pro-
tected playground for children and parents. Th e garden further 
connects to the existing laundry room in the tower’s basement. 
Th e massing of the daycare encircles the mulberry trunk to allow 
kids to reach branches at diﬀ erent heights.
Th e location is informed by the existing daycare and ESL 
program in the Bleecker tower as well as the proximity to other 
daycare and continuing education facilities along Sherbourne 
Street. Th e strategic location connects to St. James West Park and 
the overpass that extends to the Rosedale neighborhood. Also, the 
proposed location is one of the only spaces within St. James Town 
that does not have underground parking. Th is allows for the 
planting of deep-rooted species such as oak and beech trees. 
 Th e daycare is a much needed program in St. James 
Town, where there are a high number of sole parents who require 
job-training. Combining the adult ESL program with the daycare 
allows parents to be in the same facility as their children during 
training sessions.
Fig 143.  existing Seniors Program
Youth center, eSL at 325 bleecker St.
St. James Outreach: children’s choir
Fraser college: continuing education
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Fig 144.  Location 
of the sunken garden 
dictated by the 
existing underground 
parking lot
climbing trees 
are also located 
according to their 
sun requirement. 
Shade-tolerant 
beech tree are placed 
northern most, while 
hickory trees are 
placed at south end. 
Fig 145.  Daycare Plan 1:500
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Fig 146.  Daycare Section 1:200
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Lead-plant is chosen as the groundcover for its shade and drought tolerance and its ability to fix nitrogen in 
soil. Variety of bark texture further enhances the experience of climbing trees.
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Clinic
 Th e proposed diabetes clinic addresses the high rate of 
diabetes in St. James Town. Th e primary sensory engagement 
is through fragrant medicinal herbs. Th e location is informed 
by the existing mental health clinic in 275 Bleecker Street 
and free clinics program in 200 Wellesley Street. Together, the 
diabetes clinic and the art center frame a fragrant water garden 
on the south end of the Cultural Promenade. Its proximity to 
the proposed counseling center allows interaction between two 
therapeutic facilities. Th e pond that defi nes the south edge of 
the clinic extends into a water park to heighten the fragrance of 
medicinal herbs and provides a vibrant playground along the 
existing fl ea market on Ontario Street. Th e pond further acts as 
a rainwater storage, which is used to irrigate the interior herb 
garden.
Fig 147.  Sunken Fragrant Garden 
CLINIC
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“Slowing the city down 
enables us to see, hear, 
experience markers 
of time-and-space 
(snowdrops, moon, 
rain)”4
4.  Neil Leach, ed. 
The Hieroglyphics 
of Space: Reading 
and Experiencing the 
Modern Metropolis. 
(London: Routledge, 
2002), 214.
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Fig 149.  Rain garden
The canopy acts as a rain funnel that slows down the rain, and intensifies the sound of rain. Translucent polycarbonate 
creates dynamic shadows of rain on the ground. The canopy provides a covered-area for the flea market, and collects 
rainwater for the herb garden.
CLINIC
159
 Th e massing of the diabetes clinic, which gently sinks 
into the water garden, allows wheelchair-bound patients and the 
elderly to smell the fragrant herbs without having to bend down. 
Th e massing generates a sense of submergence into the fragrant, 
wet garden. Th e species chosen can be cooked or prepared for 
medicinal use, and have soothing therapeutic fragrances to 
comfort the patients. Th e idea of the permeable boundary is 
explored through a folding screens in the harvest room that blurs 
the boundary between the exterior pond and the interior garden. 
Th e translucent roof composed of a polycarbonate panel and 
shading louvers also create a visual connection with the outdoors. 
On a rainy day, the harvest room gets fi lled with the sound 
and wavering shadow of raindrops. A deep overhang allows the 
folding screens to be open during a rainfall, inviting the scent and 
sound of rain to enter the room.
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Fig 151. clinic Plan 1:500
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Fig 152.  Sunken Fragrant Garden 1:250
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Fig 153. Proposed birch Room
Senior Center
 
 Th e proposed senior’s co-housing on St. James Avenue 
oﬀ ers an immersive experience of birch sounds. Th e location 
is informed by the existing seniors program in 325, 375, and 
275 Bleecker Street towers and its historic connection with the 
Church on St. James Avenue. Th e program specifi cally addresses 
the senior population in St. James Town, who make up the 
second largest group in the community. A large number of the 
seniors live alone, and are especially vulnerable to social isolation.
SENIOR CENTER
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“we have a lot 
of seniors in our 
neighbourhood 
and most of them 
live by themselves, 
majority of them are 
on wheelchairs, and 
most of them are sick. 
Seniors are backbone of 
the society and I think 
we should not forget 
them.”5
5. Haque, Moriarty, 
and Anderson. “Com-
munity Voices”, 44.
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The towers along St. James avenue has seniors program funded by 
the Lourdes church.
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existing seniors program is augmented at the St. James avenue 
entry into the block.
Fig 155. Proposed Seniors center new a 
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SENIOR CENTER
Fig 156.  birch Path connecting the existing Tower and new Senior co-housing
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Th e housing is placed at the entry of St. James Avenue 
to allow seniors to observe street activities, while maintaining 
privacy by elevating the units and creating a sound buﬀ er 
using the birch trees. Th e site diagram shows the augmented 
connections and the quality of the lifted streets facing the birch 
trees. Birch  trees and bottlebrush grass are chosen to intensify the 
movement and sound of the wind. 
 Th e thin, linear massing of the senior co-housing oﬀ ers a 
closer, vertical encounter with the birch canopy by channeling the 
prevailing north-east wind into the courtyard and lifted streets. 
Th e thinness of the massing allows the penetration of wind and 
sound through both individual units and the shared hallway, 
which at times become merged through the use of operable 
screens. When closed, the translucent screens intensify the 
movement of swaying birch trees. Th is permeability of façade and 
program is also employed in the senior center located at the base 
of the tower. Th e dining hall can open up laterally to connect 
Bleecker Street with the Birch path.
Fig 157.  existing Seniors Program
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Fig 158.  Senior co-housing 1:500
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Fig 159.  Senior co-housing 1:250
Vertical layers of space consisting of lifted hallway, bridge, and resident’s garden offer a 
gradient of exposure to the sound, creating a continuum with the exterior. 
St. James ave.
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Fig 161.  community Gym, ash Grove 1:250
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Path from the seniors’ center leads to the existing ash grove and playground, which gets 
framed by a suspended platform. The perforated platform allows residents to occupy the 
understory of the canopy, which gets enriched by the added groundcover layer. and this 
creates a more direct connection with the underground pool in 325 bleecker Street tower 
that was initially designed to serve four bleecker towers.
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existing pool
Fig 162.  ash Grove Platform
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Counseling Center
 
 Th e proposed Counseling Center attempts to heighten 
our aural awareness by staging specifi c sound encounters with the 
landscape through architectural form and material. It is conceived 
as a promenade of sound, focusing on the temporal nature of our 
aural experience. Within the Counseling Center, programs are 
paired with specifi c sound-landscapes. Each room is designed 
to be permeable, both in terms of program and envelope. For 
instance, the entire wall of the reception area can be opened up 
to extend the sidewalk of St. James Avenue to host communal 
events. Th e various zones form and merge depending on the 
particular season, time of day, and activity.
Fig 163.  counseling center Lobby on St. James avenue
COUNSELING CENTER
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“In this colder climate, 
they [newcomers] are 
also greeted with a 
colder social climate 
where the physical 
settings do not give 
them the same 
opportunities that 
they had sitting on 
their front porches 
and talking to the 
community as it flows 
by their door. The 
high-rise apartment 
needs to be softened so 
that people can break 
down the isolation 
that the wall of their 
apartment imposes.”6
6. Haque, Moriarty, 
and Anderson. “Com-
munity Voices”, 15.
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Proposed public learning programs invite people - mostly newcomers 
- who attend nearby learning institutions.
Fig 165. Proposed Counseling Center new a 
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counseling center
Fig 166.  aspen Sound Filling the Library Mezzanine
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 A study of the existing counseling services in St. James 
Town informs the character of the new counseling center. 
“Growing Together” is a program in 260 Wellesley Street that 
provides child-focused counseling for parents and prenatal group 
workshops. St. James Town Outreach Program, located in 325 
bleecker Street, works with vulnerable seniors with mental health 
issues in the four TCHC towers. Th e new counseling center is 
located in 275 bleecker Street tower, across from the new senior’s 
center. Th e location establishes a strong visual connection with 
the Lourdes Catholic Church which has been running the food 
bank and providing newcomer support services to the community 
since 1966. Th e Church also has strong connection to the Silayan 
Filipino Community Center in 200 Wellesley Street, which off ers 
counseling services for seniors and serves as an important space of 
interaction for the Filipino community. Establishing a connection 
with the Church through the east entry plaza of the Counseling 
Center acknowledges the newcomers’ history in St. James 
Town. On the east end of the 275 bleecker tower, the proposed 
community kitchen replaces the existing food bank to off er a 
space of cultural exchange.
St. James Community Center
Community Cafe
Lady of Lourdes Church/ Food bank
A
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Fig 167.  existing Counseling Program
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Fig 168.  Seniors Group Counseling Service
 Th e group 
counseling room works on 
simple principles. First, the 
translucent façade amplifi es 
the shadows of wind-sensitive 
plants, making the visual forms 
ambiguous and encouraging 
thos present to rely on their 
ears. Secondly, the change in 
level for the group counseling 
room delays the discovery 
of the sound source while 
providing additional privacy. 
Th e changing sectional 
relationship to the sound also 
heightens aural awareness. 
Lastly, polycarbonate fi ns 
inside the group counseling 
room direct the sound of grass 
upward, while eliminating 
unwanted echos to create an 
intimate aural environment.
counseling center
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Fig 169. Counseling Center, Group Counseling Room 1:100
Fig 170. Counseling Center, wind-grass Sound 1:250
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 Th e community 
kitchen is sunken to cause 
minimal obstruction at the 
center of St. James Town, 
where Ontario Street and St. 
James Avenue intersect. One 
experiences the street noise 
slowly subduing as we descend 
the ramp-garden. Th e interior 
of the kitchen resembles a 
reverberant cave, where a 
gradual lift of the corten skin 
reveals the sound of tall grass:
“To inhabit a cave is to live 
in the earth, not on it, and to 
draw nourishment from it just 
as do the plants...and sonically, 
the cave resounded with the 
noises of the atmosphere. 
Th us the cave was no more 
a container for life than our 
bodies are. we do not live inside 
our bodies, but - in breathing 
and eating - continually and 
alternately gather the world into 
ourselves...”7
  Th e slope faces the 
direction of the prevailing 
wind on the site to maximize 
the sound of rustling grass. 
Th e corten also heightens 
the vibratory nature of wind, 
adding to the tactile experience 
of sound. Th e roof garden is 
used for raising edible crops.
7.   Tim Ingold, The 
Life of Lines. (Abing-
don, Oxfordshire: 
Routledge, 2015), 42.
Fig 171.  Community Garden Initiative
counseling center
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Fig 172. Counseling Center, Community Kitchen 1:100
Fig 173. Counseling Center, Community Kitchen
Sound-generating 
grass species are 
also selected to 
create year-round 
interest. Cool-
season and warm-
season species are 
mixed to extend the 
blooming season, 
and the species 
with hollow stems 
last throughout the 
winter.
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counseling center
Fig 174.  Community Cafe Initiative
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Fig 175. Kitchen entry: Community Garden
Fig 176. Counseling Center, Community Kitchen 1:100
Species chosen 
for roof garden 
of the kitchen 
intensifies sound 
and movement of 
wind, while fixing 
nitrogen for crops.
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Fig 177.  newcomer Info Session at Rose ave School
 Th e library is 
conceived as a reverberant 
chamber that lengthens the 
fl uttering sound of aspens. 
Slow ascending stairs lead 
us up to the aspen canopy. 
Th e skin of the library adds 
reverberation to the upper 
mezzanine, while providing 
aural privacy towards the 
ground. Th e skin controls 
direction and intimacy of 
sound to create variation in the 
interior sound environment. 
Th e ambiguity of distance 
from the sound source and 
the delayed view of the sound 
source (aspens) make us more 
attentive to the fl uctuating 
sound.
 Native shrubs that 
are often found in the natural 
habitat of trembling aspen are 
selected. Th orny shrubs are 
avoided.
counseling center
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Fig 178. Counseling Center, Library 1:100
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Fig 179.  Storytelling Session at art City Studio
counseling center
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Fig 180. Library Section 1:100
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 The size of the modules 
increases both horizontally and 
vertically. As a result, we experience 
increasing loudness of aspen sound 
as we draw near the south end of the 
library. The size of the openings is 
also dictated by the desired frequency 
range. Lower frequency requires larger 
receiving openings, while higher 
frequency requires smaller openings. 
The minimum size of the module is 
determined by the frequency range of 
aspen sound. 
 The angle of the modules 
increases from top to bottom on each 
column. This creates a more direct 
sound on top and reverberant sound 
near the bottom. Angles create early 
reflections that reinforces the sound. 
Late reflections, on the other hand, 
make the sound seem farther away and 
lower-pitched. 
 The pyramidal shape of 
modules flips direction midway across 
the library. Instead of amplifying and 
spreading aspen sound (megaphone-
form), inverted pyramidal shape 
collects and concentrates sound to a 
small area (funnel-form). The receiver 
at the end of the funnel experiences 
sound in the form of strong vibration. 
 direction of the angles changes 
gradually from top to bottom, where 
modules increasingly point downward. 
It manipulates the direction of sound. 
At the north end, we experience sound 
directed upward towards mezzanine 
and the ceiling, while at the south 
end, we experience sound directed 
downwards and gradually descending 
on us.
counseling center
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Fig 181. Library Sound-Modulating Skin
Panels are composed of metal cladding on the interior laminated on PVC honeycomb panel that diffuses sound. amount 
of perforation on metal cladding determines the absorptivity of each module. It is more perforated towards the bottom, 
where modules are much larger, to control excessive echo. PVC honeycomb acoustic panel allows diffuse light to enter the 
library.
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 Th e library’s sound-
modulating skin was developed 
with the goal of lengthening 
and adding reverberation to 
the sound of aspen grove. 
Increased early refl ections 
reinforce the aspen sound as it 
passes through the skin.
 Th e design of sound-
modulating skin considers four 
variables: angle, size, depth, and 
texture.
 
Fig 182.  Sketch of “Sound Lines”
counseling center
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LOuDNESS: 
early reflections 
makes the sound feel 
louder 
REVERbERANCE: 
persistence of a sound 
after the source has 
stopped
DIRECTION: 
change in direction 
heightens our awareness 
of sound
ENVELOPMENT: 
lateral reflections create 
an auditory spaciousness 
and a sense of being 
surrounded by sound
Fig 184.  Four Variables: angle, Size, depth, Texture
Fig 183.  acoustical Qualities That affect Spatial Impression, adapted from architectural acoustics
dIReCTIOn
InTenSITY
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 Physical models at 
1:5 scale and sound testing 
with a loudspeaker informed 
the eff ect of the form on the 
sound. Th e eff ect of depth 
and angle were most clearly 
observed.
 depth aff ects how 
distant a sound source feels. 
Deeper module makes 
sound seem farther away, 
while shorter modules 
makes sound seem close and 
intimate. 
 angle aff ects intensity 
(concentration) of sound. A 
greater angle creates far-away 
sounds, while a truncated 
shape amplifi es sound.
counseling center
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Fig 185. Sound-Modulating Skin 1:5
Size of openings increase towards the top, and the amount of truncation (back-to-front opening ratio) increases as well. 
The result is louder, more reverberant sound at the top.
198
more reflection/ 
reverb
column A
Fig 186.  digital Simulation: Raytracing Sound Reflection
Ray-tracing informs the direction of reflected sound, and helps test our hypothesis of how form will affect the sound quality 
- amplitude and delay of reflected sound.
counseling center
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Fig 187.  First Iteration of Sound-Modulating Skin,1:5
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Fig 188. Light Testing
202
Fig 189. Second Iteration Model, 1:20
Second iteration of grid attempts to create structural rigidity. Modules sit staggered, similar to a wall of bricks. The 
resulting gaps in between modules on lower part of each column can be used to store books.
counseling center
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Fig 190.  Unfolded Section of Counseling Center, 1:200
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Fig 191.  Counseling Center Plan 
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counseling center
Fig 192.  Counseling Center Plan 
Second Floor 1:200
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Fig 193.  Plan Scoring: 
Sound, 1:200
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Fig 194.  Height of Sound Source
Fig 195.  Reverberant, Scattering Sound
counseling center
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 Height of the sound 
source is expressed through 
diff erent types of dotted lines. 
Sparsely dotted lines express 
sound from above, while 
closely dotted lines express 
more direct sound.
 Reverberant sound 
of aspens fi ltered through the 
library facade is expressed by 
the scattered brush stroke. 
Longer ‘tails’ represent more 
reverberant sound.
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Fig 196.  Plan Scoring: 
Compression, 1:200
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Conclusion
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“In memorable experiences 
of architecture, space, 
matter and time fuse into 
one singular dimension, 
into the basic substance of 
being, that penetrates our 
consciousness. we identify 
ourselves with this space, 
this place, this moment 
and these dimensions 
become ingredients of our 
very existence.”8
8. Pallasmaa,  The 
eyes of the Skin, 61.
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Reflection on Slowness
This thesis has been a self-reflection – a reflection on 
the impact of predominance of vision on a designer. Over the 
years, I have noticed that the virtue of instant visual impact and 
efficiency was making it increasingly hard for me to imagine an 
embodied experience in architecture. In an age that celebrates 
the simplification of architecture into an icon and an enticing 
form, this thesis questions the validity of strong urban forms. 
Sympathizing with Pallasma’s discussion of weak urbanism,9 this 
thesis offers a tactical intervention, focusing on the needs of the 
tower residents and its immediate neighbors. 
The proposed site plan appears idiosyncratic and unruly: 
the proposed buildings remain autonomous within the larger 
system of five site layers that convey an overall organizational 
logic and ensure navigability. This looseness of organization 
allows pedestrians to experience the proposed buildings in 
different sequences. It acknowledges the fragmented nature of 
pedestrians’ experience and does not assume a degree of certainty 
over how people will appropriate the space. This certainty, found 
in many contemporary urban planning proposals, is often a 
product of simplification of a complex urban condition. In 
opposition, the episodic nature of the proposed site plan values 
community’s existing complexity and multiplicity.
The challenge lies in revealing a latent depth in a site 
of extreme flatness. The existing conditions such as flea market, 
tai chi class, and mural paintings are too subtle to be picked up 
through an aerial view or collecting data. The same applies to the 
faint traces of existing public programs that reveal the resident’s 
struggles to foster a sense of belonging in the community. The 
proposal simply adds another layer to this existing palimpsest. 
Augmenting the existing programs through proposed buildings 
can make the town’s history more tangible. 
While this thesis is situated at the convergence of 
landscape, urban planning, and social restoration, its core lies in 
the design of individual buildings which explores the following 
questions: how do we combine landscape engagement and social 
program through architecture? How can architecture play a key 
role in staging and intensifying our encounter with the landscape? 
Permeability, a theme explored throughout the proposal, is a way 
of inviting the changing exterior conditions into the interior.
9. Juhani Pallasmaa, 
The embodied Image, 
133.
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Permeable architecture creates a widened threshold that allows us 
to observe and immerse in the sound and scent of the landscape, 
as well as the weather. Instead of segregating us from the 
outdoors, such architecture offers us an intimate encounter with 
the landscape.
Question of representation is also crucial to the 
exploration of embodied depth. How do we slow down and 
suppress a purely visual engagement with an architectural 
representation? What forms of representation can foreground 
temporality and tactility? Notational diagram, similar to a 
musical score, and montage have been employed in the design of 
Cultural Promenade and Counseling Center. Subduing the lines 
that delineate the form enables a temporal and sensorial reading 
of an architectural composition. Elements such as sequence, 
interval, and rhythm are emphasized.
An embodied space, in essence, is a space of stillness that 
restores our attentiveness and shelters us from the accelerated 
current of time. It emancipates us from the shallowness of the 
sight-oriented spatial experiences.  The value of architecture in 
an age of acceleration seems to lie in its ability to generate “life-
enhancing”10 embodied experience for its inhabitants.
The investigation of embodied depth in St. James 
Town carries a dual agenda – sensorial engagement and social 
restoration. The potential of architecture to re-sensitize and slow 
down our perception has a direct implication on the social well-
being of St. James Town’s residents and city-dwellers at large. The 
proposed layering of the landscape and the threshold within the 
tower block attempts to restore our sensing-self, and encourage 
social interaction by staging a series of sensorial experiences that 
relates to the proposed social programs.
The clattering of the dishes dies down as people finish their 
conversation and start to leave the dining hall. a ringing fills your 
ears as heavy silence engulfs the empty hall to replace the loud chatters 
and the clanging of the chairs. Cool evening air ripples down the field 
of quaking grass and descends into the hall through the open doors. 
It does not feel like July. a short spell of rain earlier in the day had 
cooled down the garden framing the dining hall. You rise slowly and 
walk towards the door.
The empty hall resonates with the low thumping of your 
footsteps and the sound of birch trees in the distance filters in through 
the open windows. 
10. Juhani Pallasmaa,
The Thinking Hand, 
12.
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 as you ascend the metal ramp which leads out to the library 
garden, the citrus fragrance of rose milkweed envelops you. The bog 
garden along the edge of the ramp is filled with water collected from 
the earlier rain, which intensifies the warm smell of the milkweed. 
You notice the cool, damp air as you walk into the aspen grove of the 
library garden. The shimmering leaves of the aspen twist and clatter 
in the wind, casting shadows on the pavement.
 emerging from the aspen grove, you stand in the full warmth 
of the late afternoon sun. Long shadows drape across the field of 
swaying bottlebrush grass that mark the plaza at the west entry of St. 
James Town. Here, you catch a glimpse of the senior center across the 
street and the playground that connects to bleecker Street. To the east, 
you get a fragmented view of the St. James cemetery and the ravine 
through the row of pines framing Rose avenue. You wait for your 
friend to whom you’ve promised to walk together the ravine trail that 
extends from Rose avenue. Sound of the grass washes over the muffled 
laughter of the students in the plaza, fusing into a low comforting 
drone.
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Fig 197.  Art+Culture 
Corridor
Wellesley Street has potential 
to connect several existing 
art and cultural programs to 
generate relational depth. It 
has two main entry points 
into the block - Ontario 
Street and Rose Avenue.
Ontario Street opens onto 
Wellesley Street with flea 
market and grocery store, 
successfully engaging pedes-
trians. The second entry at 
Rose Park is less engaging 
due to the dumpsters, load-
ing dock, and parking lots. 
New entry path through the 
Community Center could 
connect directly with the 
library to invite pedestrians 
into the block.
6.5m senses
13.5m face
35m emotion
70m shout
100m body movement
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Library Wellesley St. existing 
community 
center
Ontario St.
Flea Market, 
Grocery
Fig 198. Art+Culture Corridor 1:500
an elevational study of social activities, wall murals - a public art project initiated by residents
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Ontario St.
Flea Market, 
Grocery
Rose Ave.
loading dock, 
parking lots
Parliament 
St.
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Fig 199. Ontario Street
Ontario Street houses many social activities. It connects a public school, flea market, and grocery store. It is a successful 
social street due to its intimate scale, within the threshold for recognizing someone’s emotion, framed by towers and trees.
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Grocery, 
Flea Market
Rose Ave School
St James Ave
Program Diversity:
Rose Park
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Howard Street
St. James West Park
St. James Ave
Wellesley St
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Howard Street
Sherbourne Street has three major entry points leading to St. James Town - 
Howard Street, St. James West Park, and St. James Avenue.
Howard Street is a quiet perimeter street, and is well-used by tower residents 
who visit the grocery stores, restaurants, and small business shops. However, 
the narrow sidewalk on the north side of Howard Street and a lack of 
‘destination’ past Ontario Street discourages the public from entering the 
street. Howard Street has potential to become a quieter, scenic corridor with 
slow traffic leading to the ravine lands.
St. James West Park, framed by blank walls on either side, feels unsafe and 
neglected. The rigid facade of 375 Bleecker Street tower is the only view 
allowed upon entering the park. By providing glimpses of subsequent park 
spaces that interweave the block, St. James West Park can become a vital 
entry point into St. James Town.
St. James Avenue is the only through-block street, but its narrow sidewalks 
are interrupted frequently by parking lot entries. Potential lies in cultivating 
unfolding views of courtyards on either side of St. James Avenue.
Notice that the towers lie outside the threshold for recognizing someone’s emotion. 
Sh
er
bo
ur
ne
 S
t
Howard St
Fig 201. Existing Sherbourne / Bloor Entry
Fig 200. Park Corridor: View Break and Entry
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playground, 
flea market
playground
St. James 
West Park
Sherbourne 
Station
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As an alternative to the existing entry sequence through St. James West Park, 
more porosity on the Bleecker towers (glazing, punctured volumes) can offer 
glimpses of subsequent parks to invite pedestrians.
Fig 202. Park Corridor: Unfolding Park Strip
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Preliminary form-finding test 
was conducted to visualize 
how form and proportion 
of modules affect sound 
reflection.
A series of test informs us 
that horizontal openings create 
longer delay time with late 
reflections. It generates distant-
sounding, muddier reflections. 
Vertical openings create short 
delay time with early reflections. 
It generates closer, clear 
reflections.
However, the amount of 
truncation is more reliable 
in producing more reflections, 
hence reinforcing the aspen 
sound.
Fig 203. Form-finding to generate reverberant chamber
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 Size of the openings 
are determined by the desired 
frequency to be reflected. Low 
frequency requires large 
openings, high frequency 
requires small openings.
 The formula used to 
determine the required size of 
the openings to allow a specific 
frequency is:
c = λ × f
where 
c = speed of sound (m/s) 
   = 343 in air
λ = wavelength (m)
f = frequency (Hz = 1/s)
ex) woman’s voice at 255Hz 
requires a 150cm large 
opening.
ex) rustling leaves at 4000Hz 
requires a 4cm large opening.
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Fig 204.  Opening Size and Frequency
Fig 205.  Frequency of Common Sounds
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Fig 206. Angle and Sound Direction: Horizontal Truncation
 Angle of the opening 
creates a range of reflected 
sounds including direct sound, 
early sound reflection, and late 
sound reflection. It also creates 
lateral reflection to generate a 
sense of being surrounded by 
sound.
 Depth affects how 
distant a sound source feels. 
Deeper module makes sound 
seem farther away, while 
shorter modules makes sound 
seem close by and intimate. 
This effect on sensed distance 
from the sound source is due 
to reverberation and loudness. 
The longer the travel distance 
of a sound wave, the softer it 
will sound for the listener. 
I=W/d2
where 
I = sound intensity (W/m2)
W = sound source power (W)
d = distance travelled (m)
 Surface facing and the 
thickness of panels fine-tune the 
desired frequency of sound to 
be reflected.
 Porous facing material 
will absorb higher frequency 
sounds. For instance, 
increasing the size of 
perforation on metal panel will 
increase the absorption of high 
frequency sound. Depth of the 
panel governs absorption of 
low frequency sounds.
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Fig 207. Angle and Sound Direction: Vertical Truncation
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Fig 208. Depth and Sensed Distance from Sound Source
Fig 209. Surface facing
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Material Test
Composite panels are 
translucent sound-diffusers 
that control the range of 
frequency that gets reflected.
Fig 211. Panel Detail 1:1
Fig 210. Physical Testing of Acoustic Panels
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Fig 213. Acoustic Panels mock-up
Fig 212. Acoustic Effect of Panel Depth
MLV (perforated)
Vinyl tubing
Spacing of holes and depth 
of panels can control the 
Transmission Loss and Noise 
Reduction Coefficient.
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Examining the 1:5 mock-up 
model, another set of iteration 
was done to break down the 
rigidity of the receiving face-grid.
The iteration is based on 
ray-tracing test, which 
informs us that the horizontal 
receiving face generates late 
reflections (distant, muddy 
sound) while the vertical 
receiving face generates early 
reflections (clear, reinforcing 
reverberation).
However, the amount of 
truncation is more reliable 
source in producing greater 
number of reflections.
*Evaluation of  the efficiency 
of module in reinforcing the 
aspen sound is based on early 
reflection to late reflection 
ratio.
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EARLY 
REFLECTIONS: 
comes into focus
medium opening; 
points to the middle
EARLY REFLECTIONS + 
SHALLOW + DOWNWARDS: 
comes into focus, sounds closer
large opening; points down
LATE 
REFLECTIONS: 
distant, dull rumble
small opening; points 
up; 
LOUDER 
AT THE 
BOTTOM
